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1. Introduction
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The goal of this talk is to summarize the recent theoretical work in top quark physics, focusing
mostly on its Standard Model aspect. I will discuss the issue of the top quark mass determination
at hadron colliders, the recent progress in theoretical understanding of simple processes with top
quarks, physics that we learn from extending next-to-leading (NLO) QCD computations to complex processes with top quarks and how Effective Field Theory (EFT) methods and precision QCD
computations can be combined to study physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) in top production and decay. The choice of topics is clearly subjective and reflects my personal interests and
preferences.
Let us start by listing several well-known reasons that make top quark an interesting object to
study. First, top quark is the Standard Model (SM) particle with the strongest coupling to Higgs
boson. For this reason, it is considered quite plausible that top quarks play an important role
in keeping the Higgs boson mass at its “unnaturally small” value and in ensuring stability - or
lack of it – of the electroweak vacuum. Second, the top quark is the heaviest SM particle with a
short lifetime and a particular decay signature; for this reason processes with top quarks provide
important backgrounds to searches for physics beyond the Standard Model. Third, because of the
top quark properties, top quark physics provides an important playground for preparing to detailed
studies of BSM signals both in theory and experiment. Fourth, top quark interactions with neutral
electroweak gauge bosons, such as Z’s and photons, are among the least known in the Standard
Model. The fifth reason is that the top quark is the only “free” quark that we can access in Nature.
I will elaborate on the last point since its understanding is crucial for the way we think about
the top quark physics at colliders. Indeed, the top quark physics is different from physics of any
other quark because most of the time top quarks are produced as free on-shell quarks that decay
well before they are affected by non-perturbative long-distance QCD effects. The smallness of the
top quark width relative to its mass, Γt  mt , allows us to treat processes with top quarks in the
narrow width approximation, neglecting radiative effects that connect production and decay stages.
Another important point is that hadronization effects do not affect top quark polarization; as the
result, one should apply the narrow widths approximation at the amplitude level and keep all the
spin correlations of produced top quarks and their decay products.
These features are important because they open up a way to study complex processes with top
quarks in higher orders of perturbative QCD, such as associated production with vector bosons or
jets, or NNLO QCD corrections to top quark pair production, that include proper description of
top quark decays. Of course, the quality of the on-shell approximation depends on the selection
criteria for the final state particles since at the LHC an invariant mass of a top quark is not accurately reconstructed from its decay products. It is therefore important to check that the on-shell
approximation actually works well for the realistic selection criteria that are used to identify the
top quark pairs at the LHC. To this end, one can compare calculations of top quark pair production
supplemented with decays to W b final states in the narrow width approximation and the production
of W +W − bb̄ final states that includes both resonance and non-resonance contributions [2]. Such
comparison shows that for the selection criteria used by the LHC experiments, the difference between the two computations is about 1% and that it does not depend on the order in perturbation
theory. The agreement becomes worse at the corners of the available phase space where production
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2. The top quark mass
Among the basic features of the top quark, its mass definitely stands out in significance. Indeed, the top quark mass determines the top quark Yukawa coupling and plays a central role in the
current discussion of the stability of electroweak vacuum [1]. The top quark mass is claimed to
be measured very precisely. In fact, the relative precision of the top quark mass measurements is
higher than of any other quark. However, there are continuous discussions about the meaning of
these results since numerical differences between top quark masses defined in different renormalization schemes are known to be large. To say this differently, before we can make use of the very
precise measurements of the top quark mass parameter at the LHC, we need to know the perturbative scheme in which this parameter is defined. Unfortunately, this information is not easy to
deduce from the majority of the top quark mass measurements by both ATLAS and CMS.
The current line of reasoning is as follows. Since parton shower event generators are used in
the analyses, the measured top quark mass is a “Monte-Carlo” mass whose relation to conventionally defined quark masses is obscure. However, the notion of the Monte-Carlo mass is unclear for
many reasons. For example, there is quite a number of different parton shower event generators
that are used in the analyses by the LHC collaborations. They attempt to address the same physics
but they are clearly not identical. In this situation, should we be talking about HERWIG mass,
PYTHIA mass and, perhaps, the SHERPA mass? What about different non-pertubative tunes that
experimentalists use in their parton showers? Do they lead to different definitions of the top quark
masses? Finally, what does a Monte-Carlo mass mean at the first place if parton showers do not
include the mass counter-terms by construction? The list of questions above should convey the
following message – although the theory community has correctly emphasized that what has been
extracted recently by the CMS and ATLAS collaborations is ‘something that is closely related to
the top quark mass”, we need to define precisely what this “something” is and why do we feel uncomfortable with the current experimental procedures and practices. Simply calling the measured
quantity “the Monte Carlo mass” does not help us to understand the real issue.
To have a more structured discussion, I believe that it is convenient to separate the issue of
the top quark measurement into two parts: a) the need to have a short-distance definition of the top
quark mass and b) the impact of non-perturbative QCD effects on the top quark mass extraction
from hadron collider data. We will first discuss the short-distance definition of the top quark mass.
The perturbative instabilities of the pole mass of a quark are known for a long time; the pole mass
is not well-defined to all orders in perturbation theory [3, 4]. On the other hand, if one works to a
3
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of two on-shell tops becomes kinematically disfavored. For the realistic selection criteria at the
LHC these regions contribute little to the observed top quark pair production cross section so that
their effects remain marginal.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next Section we discuss the issue
of the top quark mass. In Section 3 we describe the recent theoretical progress with understanding
top quark pair production and single top quark production cross sections. In Section 4 we discuss
a few examples of how progress on the theory side helps with understanding physics of complex
processes with top quarks. In Section 5 we discuss how Effective Field Theories and perturbative
QCD are used to constrain BSM contributions to top quark physics. We conclude in Section 6.
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mt,pole = (163.643 + 7.557 + 1.617 + 0.501 + 0.195) GeV.

(2.1)

The successive terms in brackets show O(αs0 ), O(αs ), ... perturbative contributions.
Equation (2.1) shows that, as long as we are interested in the value of the top quark mass with
the uncertainty that exceeds O(200) MeV, the pole mass of the top quark seems to be an absolutely
adequate concept to be used for the description of the LHC data. A similar behavior – absence of
large perturbative corrections when the result is written in terms of the pole mass – is seen in the
perturbative expansion of the top quark width computed in Refs. [6, 7]
3
GF mt,pole
Γt = √
|Vtb |2 (1 − 0.09 + 0.02) .
8 2π

(2.2)

Of course, the reason for the absence of large corrections is a smaller value of the strong coupling
constant αs (mt ) that delays the impact of the factorial growth of perturbative coefficients in mt,pole
and Γt to really high orders in perturbation theory. This is a simple reason but it leads to important
and not so much appreciated conclusion that the top quark pole mass can be used in practice as
a useful parameter to be determined at the LHC as long as the achieved precision is lower than
O(200 MeV).
On the other hand, it should be emphasized that, similar to any other observable studied at a
hadron collider, the top quark mass gets affected by non-perturbative effects that are unrelated to its
proper definition. Therefore, the question about non-perturbative effects affecting the extraction of
the top quark mass exists even if a short distance mass is used consistently in theoretical calculations
and experimental analyses. Indeed, let us imagine an idealized situation where parton shower is not
needed for the extraction of the top quark mass from a particular observable. We choose a shortdistance mass definition and write a prediction for an observable in perturbative QCD. However,
any prediction of perturbative QCD is only accurate up to power correction that scale as some
4
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fixed order in perturbation theory, the pole mass is well-defined and the on-shell renormalization
scheme is a perfectly valid scheme for fixed order computations. However, in B-physics the onshell renormalization scheme is often discarded since the use of the pole mass in perturbative
computations leads to large numerical shifts from one order of perturbation theory to the other;
these shifts are compensated by different numerical values that one needs to use for the quark
pole mass in calculations in different orders of perturbation theory. This is possible but not very
convenient in practice so that, if we do not want to deal with the shifts at the first place, we switch
to a different, “short-distance”, mass definition.
I would like to stress that the above story reflects our experience with b-physics and, although it
must apply to all heavy quarks as a matter of principle, the top quark physics seems to be somewhat
different. In fact, we do not observe large corrections when we use the top quark pole mass in
perturbative computations. For example, the recently computed four-loop relation between the
short-distance MS mass and the pole mass [5] shows that up to four loops in perturbative QCD the
series seem perfectly convergent and there is no sign of their asymptotic nature. As an illustration,
here is the equation which gives the value of the pole quark mass for a fixed (hypothetical) value
of the MS top quark mass
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unknown power of ΛQCD over the hard scale which we assume to the the top quark mass. We find


 
ΛQCD n
dσ
= T (M, mt , αs ) 1 + c
.
(2.3)
dM
M
It is easy to see that these power correction lead to systematic uncertainties in the top quark mass
determination that are different for different observables. One finds




ΛQCD n cmt ΛQCD n
cT
δ mt ∼
∼
,
(2.4)
∂ T /∂ mt
mt
k
mt

1 We

note that in semileptonic decays of heavy mesons, the choice of short-distance quark masses removes all
O(ΛQCD /mq ) non-perturbative contributions to the width. There is no similar statement for heavy quark observables at
a hadron collider, however.
2 By choosing observables which exhibit ∂ T /∂ m  T /m , which is what typically happens at the kinematic edges,
t
t
one can decrease the importance of power corrections.

5
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where we assumed that M = mt is the solution of the perturbative version of this equation for the
top quark mass, and that ∂ T /∂ mt ∼ T /mt Since n = 1 can not be excluded for even the simplest
observables, we should expect that the top quark mass can not be extracted with the precision that
is better than ΛQCD even when the properly defined top quark mass is used.1 On the other hand, if a
particular observable is sensitive to the top quark mass and does not receive power corrections with
n = 1, it becomes ideal for the top quark mass determination. Therefore, the only way to improve
the existing practices of the top quark mass determination is to study observables that are used for
this purpose and either fully understand the power corrections or argue that they are small for a
particular reason.2
What is the role of parton showers in this discussion? I believe their role is to provide estimates of non-perturbative corrections in a situation when the actual theory of power corrections to
hadron collider observables is absent. Such estimates, necessarily, depend on hadronization models implemented in parton shower even generators. These models, on average, properly describe
large amounts of data but they are, of course, heuristic. For this reason, estimates of power corrections may or may not be correct; if they are not, many determinations of the top quark mass are
systematically biased.
To counter this concern, CMS performed an interesting study [8] where they checked the
dependence of the extracted value of the top quark mass on the event selection criteria and the
event kinematics. This is interesting since if power corrections are functions of event kinematics,
they might show up as incompatible values of the top quark masses extracted from different types
of events. CMS does not find significant kinematic biases but the precision of those studies is so
far relatively poor [8]. It will be instructive to keep checking the (in)dependence of the extracted
top quark mass on the event selection with a much higher statistics that will be available at the Run
II.
Ultimately, to significantly improve the top quark mass extraction from the LHC data, we need
to find an observable that is both a) sensitive to the top quark mass and b) is subject to negligible
non-perturbative effects. Developing such understanding requires advances in the theory of power
corrections in hadron collisions. Clearly, this is a long term goal but I think it is the only way
to make high-precision determinations of the top quark mass from the LHC both credible and
consistent with the underlying theoretical understanding of QCD.

At the Tevatron, the scale uncertainty is as low as 2.2%
and just slightly larger, about 3%, at the LHC. The inclusion of the NNLO correction to the gg-initiated reaction
150
increases the Tevatron prediction of Ref. [12] by about
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that reference.
Collider
Tevatron
LHC 7 TeV

σtot [pb] scales [pb]
+0.259(3.7%)
7.009 −0.374(5.3%)
+6.7(4.0%)
−10.7(6.4%)
+9.2(3.9%)
−14.8(6.2%)
+31.8(3.4%)
−51.0(5.5%)

167.0

LHC 8 TeV

239.1

LHC 14 TeV

933.0

pdf [pb]
+0.169(2.4%)
−0.121(1.7%)
+4.6(2.8%)
−4.7(2.8%)
+6.1(2.5%)
−6.2(2.6%)
+16.1(1.7%)
−17.6(1.9%)
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The comparison wit
[36] is shown in fig. 3.
TABLE II: Pure NNLO theoretical predictions for various
0.42 pb is given, withou
colliders and c.m. energies.
Figure 1: Theory predictions for top pair production cross section, from Ref. [10]. measurement [37] m =
comparison we conclud
in good agreement at t
3. Simple processes with top quarks
To assess the numerical impact from soft gluon reIn fig. 4 we show t
summation, in table II we present results analogous to
tt̄ total cross-section a
Simple processes with top quarks, such as the top quark pair and single top quark production,
the ones in table I but without soft gluon resummation,
c.m. energy. We com
play an important role in the LHC physics program. We will discuss the recent theoretical advances
i.e. at pure NNLO. Comparing the results in the two
able data from ATLAS
in the description of these processes in this Section.
tables we conclude that the effect of the resummation
8 TeV
We begin with the top quark pair production. Calculation of the NLO QCD corrections
to top[40] as well as t
is a (2.2, 2.9, 2.7, 2.2)% increase in central values and
at 7time
TeV [41]. We ob
quark pair production is a classic computation in perturbative QCD performed for the first
(2.4, 2.2, 2.1, 1.5)% decrease in scale dependence for, retheory
almost thirty years ago [9] and then refined many times after that. A few years ago these
NLO and data. Whe
spectively, (Tevatron, LHC7, LHC8, LHC14).
measurements
have be
QCD results were extended to NNLO in perturbative QCD [10]. This landmark calculation of
Next we compare our predictions with the most precise
Finally,
we make av
QCD corrections to one of the basic processes at the LHC signaled the advent of an era of
the
experimental data available from the Tevatron and LHC.
mass dependence
of th
NNLO QCD hadron collider phenomenology that, as we have seen in the past year, is becoming
a
cluding its scale and p
reality.

σtot [pb]

!m
The NNLO QCD computation of the top quark pair production resulted in a few interesting
10
σ(m) = σ(mref )
observations. First, theoretical predictions for t t¯ Theory
cross section
and
(scales
+ the
pdf)experimental measurements
Theory
(scales)
#
compare quite well, both at the Tevatron and the LHC. Second, the situation
with the theory of t t¯
-1
CDF
and
D0,
L=8.8fb
m
9
production after the NNLO
QCD calculation is quite peculiar. Indeed, theoretical prediction ex× 1 + a1
hibits very small residual scale variation uncertainty, of the order of 4% (see Fig.1). Also, all other
sources of theoretical 8uncertainties - such as the top mass quark mass uncertainty, the PDF uncerThe coefficient a1,2 can
tainty etc. are similar to the scale variation uncertainty. Therefore, we have reached an interesting
milestone in precision7studies of the top quark pair production since it implies that further progress
in top quark pair production will require coherent improvements in all aspects of hadron collider
CONCLUSI
physics theory, not only
6 further advances in technology of perturbative computations.
PPbar → for
tt+Xa @
NNLO+NNLL
A precise theoretical prediction
well-studied
observable should have many interesting
this work we co
MSTW2008NNLO(68cl)
spin-offs and, indeed,5this is what happens with the NNLO QCD computation of the top In
quark
gg
→
pair production cross section.
So let
me 170
discuss172
a few
of them.
such 182
spin-offs concernstt̄ + X. With th
164 166
168
174
176 One
178 of180
total inclusive top
the top quark forward-backward asymmetry atmthe
It is well-known (see recentthe
review
[GeV]
topTevatron.
hadron
[11] and reference therein) that measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry by CDF
and colliders is no
in
QCD.
D0 collaborations caused quite an excitement in recent years. Indeed, experimental and theoretical We also deriv
matching coefficients w
3: Theoretical
prediction
for the
Tevatron
asquarks
a function
results showedFIG.
persistent
tension, especially
for large
rapidities
of top
and large invariant
of the top quark mass, compared to the latest combination of
summation matched c
masses of t t¯ pairs. These discrepancies were explored in the context of physics beyond the Standard
Tevatron measurements.
are implemented in the
Model but no convincing explanation consistent with other data appeared so far.
The Standard Model predictions for the asymmetry were scrutinized as well. Unfortunately,
6
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sources of potentially large radiative effects that can explain the disagreement were not identified.
A few interesting observations, however, were made. For example, it was observed that parton
shower Monte-Carlo event generators produce an asymmetry, c.f. Fig. 2. This was very surprising since asymmetry requires either one-loop virtual corrections or interference of real emissions
by initial and final states. None of these effects is supposed to be included in “canonical” parton
shower Monte Carlos that are constructed around collinear approximation. The reason that asymmetries are generated is the so-called color-coherence effect in parton showers that, in an approximate way, accounts for the interferences [12]. However, parton shower results for the asymmetry
are essentially random in a sense that they differ significantly between different parton showers
and even between different tunes of the same parton shower, see Fig. 2. The fact that these issues
have not affected earlier comparisons of theoretical and experimental results for the asymmetry
looks like a miracle at first sight but it is explained by the fact that parton showers matched to exact
NLO QCD predictions were used for the analysis of data, so that the matching was forcing the
asymmetry to follow the NLO predictions.
Another interesting observation was related to the asymmetry in final states with top pairs and
a jet [14]. The asymmetry in this case is generated already at the tree level from the interference
of gluons emitted by initial and final state. The corrections to this asymmetry were calculated and
found to be close to O(−100) percent [14]. However, it was also argued [15] that these large effects
are particular to t t¯ j final state and nothing similar is possible for the inclusive asymmetry.
In spite of all the indications that large QCD corrections to the asymmetry are unlikely, it was
very important to compute them explicitly. This was recently done [16]. The NNLO QCD corrections turned out to be moderate; they indeed increase the NLO QCD prediction for the asymmetry,
move it closer to experimental results and reduce the scale-uncertainty. The “agreement” between
theory and experiment remains at the level of O(1.5 − 2) standard deviations especially if results
of the most recent measurements are taken into account. However, the dependence of the asymmetry on the invariant mass and on the rapidity differences of t and t¯ still does not look good (see
7
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Figure 2: Asymmetries produced by different parton shower event generators as a function of the transverse
momentum of the t t¯ pair, see Ref. [13] for more details.
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4
p⊥
0 GeV
20 GeV
40 GeV
60 GeV

σLO , pb σNLO , pb
53.8+3.0
−4.3
46.6+2.5
−3.7
33.4+1.7
−2.5
22.0+1.0
−1.5

55.1+1.6
−0.9
48.9+1.2
−0.5
36.5+0.6
−0.03
25.0+0.2
+0.3

δNLO
+2.4%
+4.9%
+9.3%
+13.6%

σNNLO , pb δNNLO
54.2+0.5
−0.2
48.3+0.3
−0.02
36.5+0.1
+0.1
25.4−0.1
+0.2

−1.6%
−1.2%
−0.1%
+1.6%
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TABLE I: QCD corrections to t-channel single top quark production cross sections at 8 TeV LHC with a cut on the transverse
momentum of Figure
the top3:quark
p⊥predictions
. Cross sections
shown
at leading,
next-to-leading
andcutnext-to-next-to-leading
order in
Theory
for the are
single
top production
cross
section with the
on the top quark
dependence of the
factorization
and
renormalization
scale
µ
=
m
(central
value),
µ
=
2m
(upper
value)
and
µ
=
m
/2
(lower
t
t
t
transverse momentum at different orders in perturbation theory (from Ref. [18]).
value). Corrections at NLO and at NNLO (relative to the NLO) are shown in percent for µ = mt .

Ref. [16]); the resolution of this issue will have to wait further and, given the fact that analyses of
to benever
anti-commuting
[40–43]. This enforces the leftlas for the phase-space
parametrization
forunfortunately,
the
the Tevatron
data slowly windrelevant
down may,
happen.
handed polarization of the b-quark and removes the issue
ub → dt, ub → dtg and ub → dtgg sub-processes, as well
Another
interesting
spin-off
of the NNLO
of theIndeed,
top quarkif pair
γ5 altogether.
we production
imagine that the weak
as a discussion of an
appropriate
choices
of variables
rel- QCDofcomputation
is the observation
that σt t¯ can can
be used
to constrain
of yet undiscovered
the current but
b → t transition
is facilitatedparticles
by the to
vector
evant for the extraction
of singularities
be found
in contributions
pairthe
production”
section.
example
supersymmetric
partnerspolarization
of
we
select consider
the b-quark
with left-handed
only,
that reference.“top
Using
languagecross
of that
paper,Aswea particular
only
we
will
obtain
the
same
result
as
when
the
calculation
is
need to consider
“initial-state”
sectors
since
there
are
no
top quarks, the stops. If stops and tops are quasi-degenerate in mass and stops decay to tops with
performed
with
the
anti-commuting
γ
.
Since
the
cancollinear singularities
associated
with
final
state
particles
5
little missing energy, the resulting final states are kinematically indistinguishable from top quarks
cellation of infra-red and collinear divergences occurs for
due to the fact that top quarks are massive. All calculaexcept for spin correlations. However, stop contributions increase the top quark production cross
each polarization of the incoming b-quark separately, this
tions required for initial-state sectors are documented in
section
about
fourteen
Therefore,
know the completely
top cross section
precisely,
canto specify the
eliminates
the we
need
Ref. [61] except
that by
here
we need
softpercent.
and collinear
lim- if weapproach
detect
the excess!
wegluons,
just discussed,
recent scheme
NNLO QCD
computation
residual
for dealing
withreduces
γ5 andtheautomatically
enforces
its for incoming
quarks,
rather As
than
and thethesoft
simultaneous
conservation
of us
vector
and axial currents –
current for a massive
particle.
This,section
however,
is aabout
minor
uncertainty
on the cross
to just
four percent;
this improvement
allows
to constrain
a must-have
featurestops
if quantum
anomalies
diﬀerence thatthedoes
aﬀect the
principal
featurescross
of section
stop not
contribution
to top
pair production
and to exclude
with masses
close to are neglected.
Of
course,
this
requires
that
we
deal
with the γ5 appearthe computational
method.
the top quark mass [17].
ing in real emission diagrams in the same way as in the
The above discussion of the NNLO QCD corrections
We will now turn to the discussion of the singlevirtual
top quark
production.
the top quark
correction
andSimilar
this is,toindeed,
what we do by usto the heavy quark line can be applied almost verbapair
production,
theory
of
the
single
top
quark
production
in
the
t-channel
was
recently
extended
to
ing helicity amplitudes, as described
in [39].
tim to corrections to the light quark line. The two-loop
calculation
is approximate
to be several
large which
allows
c is assumed
WeNhave
performed
checks
to us
ensure that our
corrections forNNLO
the 0QCD
→ q[18].
q̄ ′ W ∗The
vertex
are known
since in that
′
∗
calculation
of NNLO
corrections
to0 . single
top quark
long ago [62–64].
One-loop
corrections
to 0the
→two
q q̄ different
gW
to neglect
the cross-talk
between
incoming
quark
lines in QCD
the process
qb → tq
It
production
is
correct.
For
example,
we
have
compared
all
scattering areisalso
well-known;
we
implemented
the
rewell known that the total cross section of the t-channel single top production receives very small
the
tree-level
matrix
elements
that
are
used
in
this
comsult presentedNLO
in [65]
and
again
checked
the
implemenQCD corrections suggesting that NNLO QCD computations are not needed. A more careful
putation, e.g. ub → dt+ng, with 0 ≤ n ≤ 2, ub → dt+q q̄,
tation against an independent computation based on the
look, however, reveals that these small corrections are the result of significant cancellation between
ug → db̄t + mg, 0 ≤ m ≤ 1, against MadGraph [67] and
Passarino-Veltman reduction. Apart from diﬀerent amsizable
corrections
to
different
channels,
making
the
NNLO
QCD computations
found
complete
agreement.quite
Wedesirable.
have extracted one-loop
plitudes, the only minor diﬀerence with respect to corSimilar
to the
quarkinpair
the results for
topMCFM
production
fort-channel
0 → W tsingle
b̄g from
[45] and checked
rections to the heavy
quark
linetop
is that
thisproduction
case therecase, amplitudes
them
against
our own implementation
of the Passarinoare collinear singularities
withthe
both,
theofincross sectionsassociated
agree well with
results
CMS and
ATLAS
measurements.
Theoretical predic∗
Veltman of
reduction,
for are
both
the inWFig.
b 3.
→ tg and the
coming and the
outgoing
quark lines.
this momentum
tions,
in dependence
on theWe
cut deal
of thewith
transverse
the top quark
shown
∗
W g → tb̄ processes. We have cross-checked one-loop
problem splitting the real-emission contribution into secThe NLO QCD corrections depend strongly on the transverse momentum
cut; the NNLO QCD
amplitudes for W ∗ u → dg and related channels against
tors, see Ref. [61]. In the language of that paper, we
corrections,
on the other
hand, are always
small. The
residual uncertainty
the predictionsstages
for allof the compuMadLoop
[68]. In theinintermediate
have to consider
“initial-initial”,
“final-final”
and mixed
values
of
the
p
cut
is
close
to
about
a
percent
[18].
⊥ we briefly comment on the
tation, we also require reduced tree and one-loop ampli“initial-final” sectors. Finally,
computed
to higher
orderstop
in ϵ,
as explained e.g. in
contribution shown
in Fig.1c.
We note
that,implications
although of atudes
There
are immediate
physics
precise
knowledge
of the single
producRef.
[61].
We
checked
that
their
contributions
drop out
formally NNLO,
it
is
eﬀectively
the
product
of
NLO
cortion cross section. Indeed, one of the quantities that can be extracted from the single top quark
from the final results, in accord with the general conclurections to the heavy and the light quark lines, so that
cross section is the CKM matrix element Vtb (more generally, one can study the anomalous tbW
sion of Ref. [69].
it can be dealt with using techniques familiar from NLO
couplings).
The
above
results
show
that,
at
least
on
the theory side, the extraction of the Vtb from
computations.
One of the most important checks is provided by the
thecomment
measurement
of the
single topofproduction
section withoftheinfra-red
O(1%) precision
shoulddivergences.
be
and collinear
InWe will now
on our
treatment
γ5 . For crosscancellation
possible.
deed, the technique for NNLO QCD computations deperturbative calculations at higher orders the presence of
scribed in Refs. [47–49] leads to a Laurent expansion
the Dirac matrix γ5 is a nuisance since it can not be conof diﬀerent contributions to diﬀerential cross sections in
tinued to d-dimensions in a straightforward way. While
8
the dimensional regularization parameter ϵ; coeﬃcients
computationally-eﬃcient ways to deal with γ5 in comof this expansion are computed by numerical integraputations, that employ dimensional regularization, exist
tion. Independence of physical cross sections on the reg(see e.g. Ref. [66]), they are typically complex and unularization parameter is therefore achieved numerically,
transparent. Fortunately, there is a simple way to solve
when diﬀerent contributions to such cross sections (twothe γ5 problem in our case. Indeed, in the calculation of
loop virtual corrections, one-loop corrections to single
virtual corrections to the tW b weak vertex, γ5 is taken

MS):

53.8 ± 1.5(stat) ± 4.4(syst) pb, σt(t¯) = 27.6 ± 1.3(stat) ± 3.7(syst) pb
(t)/σt(t¯) = 1.95 ± 0.10(stat) ± 0.19(syst)
ystematics on Rt: PDF uncert., signal modeling

Top quark physics
ially sensitive to PDF
ing the precision necessary to discriminate between different PDF models
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Another interesting observable related to the single top production cross section is the ratio
of single top and single anti-top production cross sections. This ratio is very stable against higher
order QCD corrections [18] but it depends very strongly on parton distribution functions, see Fig. 4.
Further improvements in experimental measurements will allow us to use the ratio of single top to
single anti-top production cross sections to constrain ratios of up and down quarks in the proton at
relatively large values of the Bjorken x (see Ref. [20] for a recent discussion).
Another emergent “precision frontier” in top quark physics is related to the top quark decays
and the measurement of the W -helicity fractions. W -boson helicity fractions determine angular
distributions of leptons in t → W b decays in the rest frame of the W -boson. The z-axis is taken to
be along the direction of the W -boson in the top rest frame. The theory predictions are known to
NNLO QCD and the residual uncertainty on the prediction is about one percent [21]. In terms of
precision, the experimental results were always far behind but this seems to be changing. Indeed,
recent CMS measurements started approaching a O(5%) precision benchmark for the longitudinaland minus-one helicity fractions [22]; hopefully, this trend will continue and we will soon be able to
utilize the precision of the theory results in full to e.g. constrain potential BSM contributions to top
quark decays (see Section 5 for more details). We note, however, that earlier calculations of helicity
fractions were inclusive, while experimental measurements are definitely not. This, however, is not
a problem since available fully differential NNLO QCD computations for top quark decay [23, 24]
can and, perhaps, should be eventually used for a more detailed comparison between theoretical
and experimental results.

4. Complex processes with top quarks
We will next discuss complex processes with top quarks. The increased ability to describe toplike final states with a high degree of realism, including next-to-leading order corrections (QCD and
9
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Figure 4: Comparison of theoretical predictions for σt /σt¯ production cross sections for different sets of
parton distribution functions and the experimental result, see Ref. [19] for more detail.
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EW), matching to parton showers and merging of different jet-multiplicity samples is another very
impressive development that occurred in recent years. This effort is spearheaded by such groups as
POWHEG, aMC@NLO, OpenLoops and Sherpa.
To illustrate the calculations that can currently be performed with the NLO QCD accuracy,
I will discuss processes that involve top quarks and jets. For pp → t t¯ + 0 jets, one can avoid
using the narrow width approximation and compute the NLO QCD corrections to WW bb final
state with massive b-quarks [29, 27]. For pp → t t¯ j this is already not possible. One can include
radiative corrections to the production and decay, as well as spin correlations, but in the narrow
width approximation [15, 28]. Note that, as explained in the Introduction, the accuracy of this
approximation is expected to be better than one percent, almost independent of the kinematics.
The production of t t¯ pair in association with two jets is known for stable top quarks [26]. The
situation with the associated production of a top pair and gauge or Higgs boson is similar. The
pp → t t¯ +V is available in the narrow width approximation, including the NLO QCD corrections
to the production and decay [36, 31, 33, 32]. The production of t t¯H was recently computed at NLO
by studying bW bW H final state [25]. All the computations listed above can be matched to parton
showers.
There are many examples of interesting physics insights that we have learned thanks to the
NLO QCD computations for complex processes. I will discuss one example here. We consider
production of W bW b final state that includes contributions from intermediate t t¯ pairs but also from
non-resonant diagrams [34]. The b-quarks are massive and the calculation can be performed in the
four-flavor scheme. Loose requirements on the number of b-jets lead to larger off-shell contributions to the final result than in the case of top quark pair production cross section. However, these
off-shell contributions can be identified with the single top quark production process, the associated
tW production.
This observation has important consequences. Indeed, it was pointed out long ago [35] that a
simple separation of top production process into a pair and single top production becomes unphysical at NLO QCD if top decays are allowed. The technical ability to describe the “meta”-process
pp → W bW b at NLO exactly, forgoing simplifications offered by the narrow width approximation,
makes it possible to define the relevant processes (top pairs, tW , t-channel single top) through kinematic selection requirements rather than through their partonic content. Achieving this would have
been impossible without great progress with the automation of NLO QCD computations achieved
in recent years.
When we talk about NLO QCD computations for complex processes, we think about improved
predictions for QCD backgrounds. But quite often signal processes that we need to understand
to study interesting things are also quite complex. It is therefore important to emphasize that
theoretical developments in NLO QCD computations that occurred in recent years allow us to
make advanced predictions for both backgrounds and signals at the same time. A good example of
how such predictions are used together is the NLO QCD description of the di-photon production
in association with a top quark pair at the LHC. This cross section receives contributions from
the prompt process pp → t t¯ + 2γ as well as from the associated production of the Higgs boson
pp → t t¯H followed by the decay H → γγ. The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 5; the
drawback is that decays of top quarks and the radiation of photons in top decays are not included
in these computations although this effect is known to be significant for photons with moderate
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transverse momentum [36].

5. Effective field theories for physics beyond the Standard Model in top production
and decay
The final topic that I would like to discuss is the BSM physics in top production and decay.
This is an enormous topic since there are many different models of physics beyond the Standard
Model that affect the top quark physics at the LHC. One may then wonder if a robust approach
exists that allows us to describe large classes of BSM effects without resorting to specific models
of New Physics. Indeed, such opportunity arises if we focus on those scenarios of BSM physics
where new particles are relatively heavy; integrating them out, we describe their effects by local
higher-dimensional operators whose contributions are suppressed by some high energy scale. In
the context of top quark physics, the utility of this approach was strongly emphasized in Ref. [37].
Consider, as an example, the top quark decay [38]. If all quarks, except the top quark, are
(3)
treated as massless, there exist just two dimension-six operators Oφ q = i(φ + τ i Dµ φ )(q̄γ µ τ i q) +
µν
h.c. and OtW = q̄σµν τ it φ̃Wi that affect the SM prediction for the top quark decay rate and for
the W -boson helicity fractions [37]. Since both of these observables are well-measured and are
computed to high orders in perturbative QCD, it is possible to use them to constrain ratios of
Wilson coefficients to the scale of physics beyond the Standard Model. One finds [38]
(3)

Cφ q
Λ2

−2
= 0.3+1.4
−1.2 TeV ,

CtW
−2
= 0.088+0.44
−0.45 TeV .
Λ2

(5.1)

Of course, such constraints are only meaningful if SM predictions for relevant quantities are sufficiently precise. The energy scale of new physics that can eventually be determined in any precision
measurement is limited by one over uncertainty in the Standard Model prediction; this implies that
reducing uncertainties in Standard Model predictions is absolutely crucial for the success of this
research program.
One can exploit enhancements in kinematic distributions that occur because one deals with
higher-dimensional operators, but it is not always clear if large effects obtained in this way are
consistent with the applicability of effective field field theory description at the first place. For
example, suppose we modify the Standard Model by adding to it a dimension-five operator that
11
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Figure 5: Di-photon production in association with top quarks, including prompt and H → γγ.
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Figure 6: Spectrum of photons in
the process
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Model predic1.6
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of Lt t¯γ , the spectrum of photons becomes significantly
harder, see Fig. 6. However, at large p⊥,γ , R
R
the applicability of the whole Effective Field Theory approach becomes questionable whereas at
p
small p⊥,γ the effectsFigure
are small
and it is not clear
if (observed)
modifications
the spectrum
are LHC with s =
2: Kinematical
distributions
in single-top
+ of
production
at the
caused by a higher-dimensional operator or by radiative corrections.
A way out of this dilemma, that is currently gaining in popularity, is to combine calcula3.1 Signal cross section
tions of radiative corrections and higher dimensional operators, to improve the reliability of conImposing
the cuts
listedis in
Eqs. (14) and (15) we obtain a cross sections for single-to
straints on their Wilson
coefficients.
The point
that
p if precision of the SM prediction improves,
photon
production
at
the
s
= 14 TeV LHCoperators
of 9.0 fbinfor
final states
one is not forced to search for contributions of higher-dimensional
kinematic
re- involving a t qu
5.6 fb for final states involving a t̄ quark. In the following, we will always add bot
gions where applicability of EFTs becomes questionable. Just to illustrate potential gains that
contributions to obtain the single-top-plus-photon production rates.
one gets by extending the EFT analysis to NLO QCD, consider the case of t t¯Z anomalous couIn Fig. 2 we show various distributions for single-top+ production at the LHC. To il
plings studied in Refs.
[33,
40]. Bounds
on the weak
anomalous
magnetic
moment defined
as
the magnitude
of potential
e↵ects,
we compare
the Standard
Model prediction
with a pr
Z ū(p ) iσ µν qν v(p )Z are shown in Fig. 7. One sees that, thanks to the NLO QCD
LttZ = eC2,V
¯
t
µ
t
Mincluding
a
non-standard
tt
coupling
with
a
=
1.0,
d
=
0.
It
can
be
seen
that the
Z
t
t
computation, the coupling
can
be
determined
with
a
somewhat
higher
precision.
spectrum is considerably harder in the high-pT region when at 6= 0. Consequently, g -2
are enhanced in the configuration where the top quark (or its decay products b and l) a
to back to the photon, as shown in the R distributions.
b

6. Conclusions

t

3.2 inBackgrounds
The current situation
top quark physics is reminiscent of the overall situation in particle
physics. A significantWe
progress
in theory
experiment
has resultedthe
in airreducible
much betterbackground
understand-from the Standard
distinguish
twoand
types
of backgrounds:
ing of the Standard Model
aspect
Such improved
understanding
should,
in aand potentially re
process
pp of
! top
(Wquark
! l⌫physics.
yields the
identical final
state,
l )bj , which
longer run, give us more opportunities to search for physics beyond the Standard Model through
both direct and indirect measurements at the LHC.
6 directions in the top
I will now give a few examples of an impressive progress along several
quark theory. Indeed, a very high accuracy of perturbative QCD predictions for simple top quark
processes is, finally, achieved. These NNLO QCD computations offer a variety of interesting
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physics insights, from precise determination of parameters in top quark physics, to constraints on
parton distribution functions, to exclusion of exotic (stop) contributions to top production cross
sections. Further progress in exploring simple top quark processes will require making their theoretical description more realistic and relevant for experiments by including top quark decays and
spin correlations, by computing kinematic distributions and, perhaps, by combining fixed order
computations with parton showers.
The important issue in top quark physics is the measurement of the top quark mass. I have
argued that the significance of short-distance masses in the context of the top quark physics is
probably over-emphasized but, at the same time, the role of regular power corrections is probably
not fully appreciated. Understanding non-perturbative corrections to observables used for the highprecision determination of the top quark mass is very important for reaching the ultimate precision
of the top quark mass measurements at the LHC.
Complex processes with top quarks can be handled by the automated programs such as MadLoop, OpenLoops etc. Nevertheless, more realism is desirable especially in the context of a proper
description of top quark decays as well as gluon and photon emissions from top quark decay products. These features are often ignored by the automated one-loop providers. This remark also
applies to studies of BSM contributions to top quark physics. Such contributions can be described
in the Effective Field Theory framework that is obtained by integrating out physics beyond the
Standard Model. The higher-dimensional operators may affect both production and decay of top
quarks, similar to radiative corrections. Existing data on top quark decays points to the BSM mass
scale to be around 1 TeV, with significant error bars. When NLO QCD computations are combined with theoretical predictions that employ EFT framework, one improves the sensitivity of
experimental measurements to higher-dimensional operators.
In summary, we have reviewed the recent theoretical developments in top quark physics. The
impressive progress with NNLO QCD computations for simple processes with top quarks, with
NLO QCD computations for complex processes where tops are produced in association with vector bosons or jets and the ensuing understanding of how effective field theories can be used to
parametrize BSM contributions to top quark production and decay, clearly show that the theoretical community involved in top quark research is ready for the Run II. We should only hope that it
will give us exciting and unexpected physics to think about.
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Figure 7: Limits on the coefficient of the LttZ operator from Refs. [33, 40] for 300 fb−1 at 13 TeV LHC at
leading and next-to-leading order in QCD.
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